Dissertation
“Understanding Political Persuasion: Modern Experimental Evidence”
This dissertation consists of three papers, each of which examines and clarifies our understanding of political persuasion. The first paper, “Legislator Influence on Constituent Beliefs and Behavior,” presents the results of a series of survey experiments conducted during the 2018 midterm elections, assessing the extent to which “follow the leader” persuasion effects influence voters’ behavior when voting on real ballot referendums. The second paper, “Asymmetrical Treatment Effects in Policy Persuasion Experiments,” examines consistently recurring heterogeneity in policy persuasion experiments between treatments designed to elicit support and opposition to particular policies. The final paper in this dissertation, “Parties or Politicians? Persuasive Effects on Counter-Party Positions,” assesses whether the follow-the-leader effect is an example of blind following or an efficient informational heuristic in a series of survey experiments conducted prior to the 2020 Democratic primary elections.
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